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ABSTRACT
Ritanserin was tested in the clinic as a serotonin receptor
inverse agonist but recently emerged as a novel kinase
inhibitor with potential applications in cancer. Here, we
discovered that ritanserin induced apoptotic cell death of
non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small cell lung
cancer (SCLC) cells via a serotonin-independent mechanism.
We used quantitative chemical proteomics to reveal a
ritanserin-dependent kinase network that includes key me-
diators of lipid [diacylglycerol kinase a, phosphatidylinositol
4-kinase b] and protein [feline encephalitis virus-related
kinase, rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma (RAF)] signaling,
metabolism [eukaryotic elongation factor 2 kinase, eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 2-a kinase 4], and DNA damage
response [tousled-like kinase 2] to broadly kill lung tumor cell

types. Whereas ritanserin exhibited polypharmacology in
NSCLC proteomes, this compound showed unexpected
specificity for c-RAF in the SCLC subtype, with negligible
activity against other kinases mediating mitogen-activated
protein kinase signaling. Here we show that ritanserin blocks
c-RAF but not B-RAF activation of established oncogenic
signaling pathways in live cells, providing evidence in support
of c-RAF as a key target mediating its anticancer activity.
Given the role of c-RAF activation in RAS-mutated cancers
resistant to clinical B-RAF inhibitors, our findings may have
implications in overcoming resistance mechanisms associated
with c-RAF biology. The unique target landscape combined
with acceptable safety profiles in humans provides new
opportunities for repositioning ritanserin in cancer.

Introduction
Ritanserin is a serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine) receptor

(5-HTR) inverse agonist with specificity for the serotonin
receptor type 2 (5-HT2) subtype (Peng et al., 2018). As a drug
candidate, ritanserin was tested for treatment of several
neuropsychiatric disorders but never received approval for
clinical use (Barone et al., 1986). Its oral bioavailability and
lack of adverse side effects in humans have since prompted
studies to explore ritanserin for clinical applications beyond
serotonin signaling (Purow, 2015). Comparison of ritanserin
with existing lipid kinase inhibitors revealed structural

similarities that led to its discovery as an inhibitor of
diacylglycerol kinase-a (DGKa) (Purow, 2015; Boroda et al.,
2017) (Fig. 1A). We recently used quantitative chemical
proteomics to discover ritanserin as an active-site inhibitor
of DGKa and the nonreceptor tyrosine protein kinase feline
encephalitis virus-related kinase (FER) (Franks et al., 2017;
McCloud et al., 2018). Although they are distinct in substrate
preference, DGKa (Sakane et al., 2007) and FER (Greer, 2002)
are kinases related by their role in coupling receptor activa-
tion with intracellular signaling important for cell survival
and proliferation. Thus, ritanserin is capable of perturbing
cellular signaling through serotonin-independent mecha-
nisms. We and others have proposed that ritanserin may
have potential applications in oncology by disrupting regu-
latory pathways through its largely unexplored action
against the kinase superfamily.
In this study, we set out to define the target spectrum of

ritanserin to better understand its mode of action in tumor
cells. Previous reports demonstrated that ritanserin is cyto-
toxic against glioblastoma and melanoma through putative
downstream targets of DGKa, including mammalian target of
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rapamycin (Dominguez et al., 2013), hypoxia-inducible factor
1-a (Dominguez et al., 2013), and geranylgeranyl transferase I
(Olmez et al., 2018). We hypothesize that ritanserin’s cellular
activity is mediated through blockade of kinase networks to
explain its broad action against diverse tumor cell types. An
advantage of multitargeted strategies is to minimize the
potential for development of resistance mechanisms (Knight
et al., 2010). We conducted cell viability assays to determine
the impact of ritanserin treatments on survival of different
lung cancer subtypes. We used quantitative chemoproteomics
to determine the kinase targets of ritanserin in both
non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small cell lung cancer
(SCLC) proteomes. Our findings reveal that ritanserin shows
novel activity against c-RAF (rapidly accelerated fibrosarcoma)
in SCLC proteomes. The lack of activity against other kinases
involved inmitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling
suggests that ritanserin mediates its cellular activity in SCLC
cells at least in part through blockade of c-RAF.

Materials and Methods
Materials. The desthiobiotin ATP acyl phosphate nucleotide

probe was obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (PI88311;
Waltham, MA). Ritanserin and ketanserin tartrate were purchased
from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, UK). WST-1 reagent kits were pur-
chased from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI). Trypan Blue was
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. CaspaseGlo Assay kits were
purchased from Promega (Madison, WI). Phorbol 12-myristate
13-acetate (PMA) was purchased from Cayman Chemical.

WST-1 Cell Proliferation Assays. Tumor cells were plated in
transparent tissue-culture treated 96-well plates at a density of
100,000 cells/ml (A549, H1650) or 200,000 cells/ml (H82) in a volume
of 100 ml per well. Cells were treated with dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)
vehicle or inhibitors dissolved in DMSO at the indicated concentra-
tions (final DMSO concentration of 0.5%). Cells were allowed to grow
for the indicated times at 37°C under 5% CO2. Afterward, equal parts
of WST-1 developer reagent and electron mediator solution were
mixed and 10ml of the resulting solution (“WST-1 reagent”) was added
to each well. Plates were shaken in an orbital shaker for 60 seconds

and then returned to the incubator for 2 hours. Plates were again
shaken, followed bymeasurement of absorbance at 450 nm. Data were
normalized to DMSO-treated wells and significance values were
determined with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).

Cell Counts. Tumor cells were plated in 60-mmplates at a density
of 100,000 cells/ml (A549, H1650) or 200,000 cells/ml (H82) and a
volume of 3.5 ml/plate. Cells were treated with inhibitors at the
indicated concentrations (final DMSO concentration of 0.5%) for
48 hours at 37°C under 5% CO2. After incubation, adherent cells were
washed and detached with trypsin and all cells were collected and
concentrated by spinning at 400g for 3minutes, followed by aspiration
of media. Cells were resuspended in 10 nM Trypan Blue and 10 ml of
this solution was counted via a hemocytometer. Dead cells were
excluded from all counts. Data were normalized to DMSO-treated
wells and significance values were determined with one-way ANOVA.

CaspaseGlo Assays. Assays were performed as directed by the
manufacturer (Promega). Briefly, tumor cells were plated in black
tissue-culture treated transparent-bottom 96-well plates at a density
of 200,000 cells/ml (A549,H1650) or 400,000 cells/ml (H82) in a volume
of 50 ml/well. Cells were treated with inhibitors at the indicated
concentrations (final DMSO concentration of 0.5%) for 24 hours at
37°C under 5% CO2. Afterward, 50 ml of the prepared CaspaseGlo
reagentwas added to eachwell. The reactionwas allowed to proceed at
37°C under 5% CO2 for 1 hour, at which point the cells were shaken in
an orbital shaker at 500 rpm for 60 seconds and then luminescence
was read for each well. Data were normalized to DMSO-treated wells
and significance values were determined with one-way ANOVA.

Liquid Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry Analysis of
Stable Isotope Labeling with Amino Acids in Cell Culture
Samples Using ATP Acyl Phosphates. Quantitative chemopro-
teomics was performed as previously described (Franks et al., 2017;
McCloud et al., 2018).

Phospho–Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase Kinase Assay
of RAF Activity. Human embryonic kidney 293 T (HEK293T) cells
were grown and transiently transfected with c-RAF plasmid as
previously described (Franks et al., 2017) and allowed to grow for
48 hours after transfection. c-RAF plasmid (pCSF107mT-cRAF-FLAG)
was generated by recombination of the Addgene plasmids using the
Gateway cloning system (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) as previously
described (Franks et al., 2017). Recombinant RAF-HEK293T cells
were pretreated with DMSO vehicle or inhibitors at the indicated
concentrations for 1 hour, followed by the addition of PMA (20 ng/ml)

Fig. 1. Ritanserin shows cytotoxic activ-
ity in lung tumor cells. (A) Ritanserin is a
5-HT2R inverse agonist with known activ-
ity against lipid (DGKa) and protein
(FER) kinases. Ketanserin is a 5-HT2R
inverse agonist that lacks DGKa/FER in-
hibitory activity and serves as a negative
control. (B) Cell viability dose-response
curves for NSCLC (A549, H1650) and
SCLC (H82) tumor cells treated with
ritanserin or ketanserin at the indicated
concentrations for 2 days. (C) Time course
of cell viability in tumor cells treated with
25 mM ritanserin, 25 mM ketanserin, or
1 mM staurosporine for 4 days. Stauro-
sporine is a pan-kinase inhibitor and was
included as a positive control of tumor cell
death. All experiments were performed in
triplicate and data are from two indepen-
dent biologic replicates performed on
separate days (n = 6). Statistical signifi-
cance was calculated with respect to
ketanserin treatment. Data are shown
asmeans6 S.E.M. *P# 0.05; **P# 0.01;
***P # 0.001; ****P # 0.0001. 5-HT2R,
5-HT2 receptor.
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for an additional 20minutes at 37°C. Cellswere harvested forWestern
blots and phospho–mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase (MEK)
was detected using rabbit anti–phospho-MEK antibody (S217/S221;
Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, MA) followed by goat anti-rabbit
Dylight 550 secondary antibody (Thermo Scientific) for fluorescence
detection. Western blot measurement of MEK (rabbit anti-MEK1/2;
Cell Signaling Technology) was included to evaluate protein loading
between samples.

Computational Methods. Data for A549 and H82 cell lines were
searched with IP2 software (Integrated Proteomics Applications, San
Diego, CA) and manually validated using the methods previously
described (Franks et al., 2017). Data for desthiobiotin-taggedATP acyl
phosphate probes and ATP competitive peptides were compared and
clustered. Ritanserin and ketanserin inhibition profiles were com-
pared using stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture
(SILAC) ratios and normalized to DMSO. The kinase profiles were
displayed as a heatmap and clustered with hierarchical clustering
using R software (R Project for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria) with the d3heatmaps package (https://blog.rstudio.org/
2015/06/24/d3heatmap/) as previously described (Franks et al., 2017).

Lipid Kinase Phylogenetic Tree. A phylogenetic tree of human
lipid kinases was generated using MUSCLE multiple sequence
alignment (Edgar, 2004) of annotated lipid kinases and a least-
squared distance method for determining evolutionary distance
(Supplemental Fig. 1). Calculations were conducted using the
EMBOSS software suite (Rice et al., 2000).

Statistical Analysis and Determination of IC50 Values. For
all cell viability measurements, results were normalized to values
obtained from DMSO-treated cells. For CaspaseGlo assays, raw
luminescence values are reported. All significance values for cell
viability and CaspaseGlo assays were calculated with one-way
ANOVA and the Dunnett multiple-comparisons test (post hoc analy-
sis). IC50 values were calculated using a four-parameter logistic model
of the response curve. All data are shown as means 6 S.E.M. All
statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software
(GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA).

Results
Ritanserin Shows Serotonin-Independent Cytotoxic

Activity in Lung Tumor Cells. We chose H1650 and A549
as our NSCLC cell models to evaluate the sensitivity of cells

with different genetic backgrounds to ritanserin exposure.
H1650 cells express epidermal growth factor receptors
(EGFRs) containing activating mutations in the kinase do-
main (exon 19 deletion E746-A750) of this receptor tyrosine
kinase. A549 cells express wild-type EGFR but harbor mutant
KRAS (G12S). We also included H82 cells in our studies to
evaluate ritanserin activity in SCLC. The mutational back-
grounds of cell lines used in this study are listed in Supple-
mental Table 1. Ketanserin (Boroda et al., 2017; Franks et al.,
2017) was used alongside ritanserin to control for potential
5-HT2 receptor inverse agonist activity and other nonspecific
pharmacological effects in our cell biology (Fig. 1A).
Cells were treated with varying ritanserin concentrations

(5–50 mM) and cell viability was measured using established
WST-1 metabolic assays (Kepp et al., 2011). We observed
concentration-dependent decreases in viability in cells ex-
posed to ritanserin but not ketanserin treatments (Figs. 1B
and 2A). At amoderate concentration of ritanserin (25mM), we
observed.70%blockade of cell proliferation across all NSCLC
and SCLC lines tested (Fig. 1B). At lower concentrations
(5 mM), ritanserin showed enhanced cytotoxicity against the
SCLC H82 cells (approximately 50% cell death) compared
with NSCLC cells (approximately 5%–15% cell death for A549
and H1650 cells; Fig. 1B). Cell killing with ritanserin was
rapid, with.50% of cell death occurring after 1 day and near-
maximal cytotoxicity after 2 days of treatment in all cell lines
tested (25 mM dose; Fig. 1C). The lack of activity using
ketanserin under the same treatment conditions supports a
serotonin-independent mechanism of cytotoxicity for ritan-
serin (Figs. 1, B and C, and 2A). In contrast to the pan-kinase
inhibitor staurosporine, which showed general cytotoxicity
across all cells tested (Figs. 1C and 2B), ritanserin demon-
strated negligible cell killing against noncancerous primary
cells at high concentrations (25 mM; Fig. 2B).
We performed a separate cell biology assay comparing the

effects of serotonin, ritanserin, and ketanserin treatments on
global protein kinase C (PKC) and protein kinase A (PKA)
activity in A549 and H82 cells (Supplemental Fig. 2A). PKC
and PKA are downstream mediators of 5-HT receptors

Fig. 2. Ritanserin activity in lung tumor cells. (A) Lung
cancer cell viability (%) at 1 and 4 days after treatment with
compounds at the indicated concentrations as determined
by the WST-1 metabolic assay. (B) Time course of cell
metabolic activity (WST-1 assay) of primary bone marrow–

derived macrophages treated with 1 mM staurosporine,
25 mM ritanserin, or 25 mM ketanserin. All experiments
were performed in triplicate and data are from two in-
dependent biologic replicates performed on separate days
(n = 6). Statistical significance was determined by compar-
ison with ketanserin treatment (negative control) at the
same concentration and treatment time. Cell viability
shown is normalized to vehicle-treated samples. Data
are shown as means 6 S.E.M. *P # 0.05; **P # 0.01;
***P # 0.001; ****P # 0.0001. BMDM, bone marrow–
derived macrophage.
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(5-HTRs), and global changes in substrate phosphorylation
profiles of either enzyme would allow evaluation of com-
pound activity on 5-HTR signaling. We observed negligible
changes in PKC and PKA substrate phosphorylation be-
tween cell treatment conditions (serotonin, 10 mM; ritanserin
and ketanserin, 25 mM; Supplemental Fig. 2B). In contrast,
treatment with PMA, a known PKC activator, resulted in
moderate increases in PKC substrate phosphorylation, which
matches previous reports using this same assay (Boroda et al.,
2017). The consistent lack of 5-HTR activity with equivalent
doses of ritanserin and ketanserin further supports that
ritanserin effects observed in cellular assays are serotonin
independent. Collectively, our results show that ritanserin is
not generally cytotoxic but displays potent cell killing of the
NSCLC and SCLC cells tested.
Ritanserin Activates Apoptotic Cell Death of Broad

Lung Tumor Cell Types. Since changes in cell metabolism
can occur from nonlethal perturbations (Kepp et al., 2011), we
also used live cell counts to further support cytotoxicity of lung
cancer cells using ritanserin. Akin to results from cell viability
assays, we observed substantial cell killing across all lung
cancer cell lines exposed to ritanserin but not ketanserin
(Fig. 3A). We observed potent cell killing (approximately 70%)
even at the lower dose tested (10 mM; Fig. 3A). Next, we
measured caspase activity in treated cells to determine
whether ritanserin mediates cell killing through activation
of apoptosis. Cells treated with ritanserin showed statistically
significant (P , 0.05) enhanced caspase 3/7 activity after
24 hours compared with vehicle controls (Fig. 3B). Caspase

activation by ritanserin was specific because ketanserin
treatments under the same experimental conditions did not
induce these effects (Fig. 3B). We compared ritanserin effects
directly with staurosporine, which served as a positive control
based on previous reports of activating apoptosis in treated
lung cancer cells (Bartling et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2009). In
both H1650 and H82 cells, we observed comparable activation
of caspase 3/7 activity compared with staurosporine (Fig. 3B).
Although ritanserin treatment of A549 cells resulted in a
lower degree of activation, the increase in caspase 3/7 activity
was statistically significant compared with vehicle-treated
cells (P 5 0.01; Fig. 3B). In summary, our cell viability and
caspase activation data support ritanserin-mediated activa-
tion of apoptotic cell death in lung cancer cells that differ in
mutation status (EGFR, KRAS) and subtype (NSCLC vs.
SCLC).
Chemoproteomic Kinome Profiling of Ritanserin

Action in Lung Tumor Cell Proteomes. Based on pre-
vious chemical proteomic analyses (Franks et al., 2017;
McCloud et al., 2018), we hypothesized that ritanserin is
functioning as a kinase inhibitor to mediate cytotoxicity in our
lung cancer cell studies. Since A549 and H1650 displayed
similar sensitivities to ritanserin in our cell viability assays,
we selected A549 and H82 for chemical proteomic evaluation
of ritanserin targets in NSCLC and SCLC proteomes, re-
spectively. We used desthiobiotin-tagged, ATP acyl phos-
phates (Patricelli et al., 2007, 2011; Shin et al., 2018) to
measure selectivity of compounds against native kinases
detected in lung cancer proteomes. ATP acyl phosphate probes

Fig. 3. Ritanserin treatments activate apoptosis in NSCLC
and SCLC tumor cells. (A) Cell viability as measured by
Trypan Blue cell counts after treatment with staurosporine,
ketanserin, or ritanserin at the indicated concentrations for
2 days. Cell counts were normalized to the vehicle control
(DMSO). Statistical significance was calculated by compar-
ison with 10 mM ketanserin treatment. (B) Activation of
apoptosis was determined by the commercial CaspaseGlo
3/7 assay (see Materials and Methods for additional details).
Cells were incubated with compounds at the concentrations
given and allowed to grow for 1 day, at which point caspase
activity was measured. Statistical significance was calcu-
lated by comparison with vehicle control. All experiments
were performed in triplicate and data are from two in-
dependent biologic replicates performed on separate days
(n = 6). Data are shown as means 6 S.E.M. *P # 0.05;
**P # 0.01; ***P # 0.001; ****P # 0.0001. Ket, ketanserin;
Rit, ritanserin; Staur, staurosporine.
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permit global profiling of kinase activities by covalent attach-
ment of reporter tags to conserved lysines in the ATP-binding
site of protein/lipid kinases as well as other ATP-binding
proteins (Patricelli et al., 2007, 2011; Franks et al., 2017;
McCloud et al., 2018; Shin et al., 2018). For these studies,
NSCLC and SCLC cells were cultured in media containing
isotopically light and heavy amino acids to enable quantitative
chemical proteomics (Hsu et al., 2013; Nagano et al., 2013;
Chang et al., 2015) by SILAC (Fig. 4). Light and heavy cell
proteomes were treated with DMSO vehicle or compound,
respectively, prior to addition of desthiobiotin-tagged ATP
acyl phosphate to label active-site lysines. After probe label-
ing, light and heavy proteomes were combined, digested
with trypsin protease, and desthiobiotin-modified peptides
enriched by avidin affinity chromatography and analyzed by
LC-MS/MS to identify and quantify isotopically tagged active-
site peptides from native kinases as previously described
(Franks et al., 2017; McCloud et al., 2018) and depicted in
Fig. 4.
Using our quantitative chemical proteomics assay, we

compared kinase activity profiles between A549 and H82 cell
proteomes. Kinases included in our comparisons showed
potent competition with free ATP [SILAC ratios (SRs) $5;
Fig. 5A]. The latter criterion was important to distinguish
specific probe binding at ATP-binding sites versus nonspecific
labeling of surface lysines. We detected approximately
120 unique probe-modified peptides from approximately
110 distinct kinases. Using ATP competition profiles, we
separated kinases into groups detected in both proteomes
(shared) or detected in either A549 (NSCLC) or H82 (SCLC)
samples (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Table 1). Specifically, we

observed probe-dependent detection of several kinases
(AKT1/2/3 and inhibitor of nuclear factor k-B kinase subunit a)
in A549 proteomes that are associated with phosphatidylino-
sitol 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT signaling (Agarwal et al., 2005)
(Fig. 5A; Supplemental Table 1). These findings are consistent
with enhanced PI3K/AKT signaling in NSCLC subtypes
containing KRAS mutations (Castellano et al., 2013). Finally,
we detected native DGKa activity in A549 proteomes (Fig. 6
shows MS1 data for DGKa peptide), which may indicate a
potential role for diacylglycerol and phosphatidic acid metab-
olism/signaling in these NSCLC cells.
A similar analysis of SCLC kinase profiles revealed enrich-

ment of kinases involved in RAF signaling (A-RAF, B-RAF,
and c-RAF; Sanclemente et al., 2018) as well as DNA damage
response (ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein,
checkpoint kinase 2, DNA-dependent protein kinase catalytic
subunit, and tousled-like kinase 2; Blackford and Jackson,
2017) (Fig. 5A; Supplemental Table 1). These findings support
previous reports that c-RAF is one of several proto-oncogenes
that are highly expressed in SCLC cells and tumor tissues
(Graziano et al., 1991). Collectively, our kinase profiling
studies establish a global map of kinase activities detected
in A549 and H82 proteomes, including discovery of kinases
that appear enriched in NSCLC compared with SCLC
subtypes.
Chemoproteomic Profiling Reveals c-RAF as a Prin-

cipal Target of Ritanserin in SCLC Proteomes. Next,
we used our competitive ATP probe assay to determine the
kinase targets of ritanserin inA549andH82proteomes (Fig. 5B).
Ketanserin was included in our LC-MS studies to discern
ritanserin-specific from general nonspecific activity of 5-HT2

Fig. 4. Quantitative chemoproteomics to define the target spectrum of ritanserin in tumor cell proteomes. Proteomes from lung tumor cells cultured in
SILAC media are treated differentially with DMSO vehicle (light) or compound (heavy). Next, the ATP acyl phosphate probe is added to both light and
heavy proteomes to label active kinase via covalent modification of conserved lysines in kinase active sites. Proteomes are digested to tryptic peptides
using proteases. Active-site probe-labeled peptides are enriched by avidin affinity chromatography and quantified by LC-MS/MS. SILAC (light/heavy)
ratios are used to evaluate compound activity at individual kinase active sites. No inhibition results in a SILAC ratio of approximately 1, whereas
competition at respective kinase active sites blocks probe labeling and enrichment, resulting in SILAC ratios ..1 to identify targets of small molecule
inhibitors. H, heavy; L, light.
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Fig. 5. Target landscape of ritanserin in lung cancer kinomes. (A) Heatmap showing average log2 SILAC ratios of ATP competition at kinase active sites
detected in A549 and H82 cell proteomes. (B) Kinome tree showing proteins with SILAC ratios$4 when treated with ritanserin. The size of the circle is
proportional to SILAC ratio measured. The background image for protein kinase tree used by permission of Cell Signaling Technology (http://www.
cellsignal.com). The lipid kinase tree was generated in-house using least-squared distances of MUSCLE aligned sequences (see Supplemental Fig. 1). (C)
Heatmap showing log2 SILAC ratios for kinases inactivated by ritanserin but not ketanserin that have a minimum DMSO/ritanserin SILAC ratio $4.
All experiments were measured two to three times (technical replicates in LC-MS) using data from two to three independent biologic replicates
performed on separate days (n = 6–9). All values shown are normalized to the DMSO control and can be found in Supplemental Table 1. AGC, cyclic-
nucleotide-dependent family; CAMK, calcium/calmodulin modulated family; CK1, casein kinase 1 like family; CMGC, cyclin-dependent kinases
(CDKs), mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAP kinases), glycogen synthase kinases (GSK) and CDK-like kinases; E2AK4, eukaryotic translation
initiation factor 2-a kinase 4; EF2K, eukaryotic elongation factor 2 kinase; Ket, ketanserin; PI4KB, phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase b; Rit, ritanserin;
STE, homologous to the yeast STE7, STE11 and STE20 genes; TK, tyrosine kinase family; TLK2, tousled-like kinase 2.
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receptor inverse agonists against the kinome. We chose to test
inhibitor concentrations (100 mM) 10-fold higher than re-
quired for potent cell killing (10 mM; Fig. 3A) to account for
potential shifts in the potency of reversible inhibitors due to
irreversible labeling kinetics of the ATP acyl phosphate probe
(Patricelli et al., 2011). Kinase targets of ritanserin were
defined as those active-site peptides that showed SILAC
ratios $4. As expected based on previous findings (Franks
et al., 2017), we detected potent inhibition of FER and DGKa

in A549 proteomes with ritanserin treatments (FER, SR 5 9;
DGKa, SR 5 6) (Fig. 6; Supplemental Table 1). We identi-
fied an additional lipid kinase target, phosphatidylinositol
4-kinase b, in A549 proteomes, which is involved in modu-
lating lipid-mediated PI3K/AKT signaling in tumor cells
(Morrow et al., 2014). In addition to signaling, ritanserin
treatment perturbed kinases implicated in glycolysis (eukaryotic
elongation factor 2 kinase; Cheng et al., 2016), amino
acid metabolism (eukaryotic translation initiation factor
2-a kinase 4; Ye et al., 2010), and DNA damage response
(tousled-like kinase 2; Kim et al., 2016).
In contrast to polypharmacology observed in A549 pro-

teomes, we identified c-RAF as the primary target of ritan-
serin in H82 proteomes (Fig. 5, B and C; Fig. 7 showsMS1 and
MS2 data for c-RAF peptide). Ketanserin treatments did not
perturb activity of key kinases involved in metabolism and
signaling (Fig. 5C). Since c-RAF is a key regulator of the
MAPK pathway, we also measured activity of ritanserin
against other MAPK targets in H82 SCLC proteomes, includ-
ing B-RAF, MAPK (extracellular signal-regulated kinases
ERK1 and ERK2), and MAP2K (MEK1 and MEK2) ki-
nases. We show that ritanserin shows selective perturbation
of c-RAF compared with other MAPK mediators in H82
proteomes (Fig. 8A). Collectively, our findings reveal (to our
knowledge, for the first time) a ritanserin-targeted lipid/
protein kinase network involved in signaling, metabolism,
and stress responses that help explain its broad antiprolifer-
ative activity in lung tumor cells. In addition, we demonstrate
that ritanserin shows selective blockade of c-RAF compared
with other MAPK kinases in H82 SCLC proteomes.

Fig. 6. Detection and inhibition of native DGKa in A549 proteomes. MS1-
extracted ion chromatograms of the probe-labeled active-site peptide of
DGKa. Pretreatment of heavy A549 proteomes with ritanserin (100mM) or
ATP (1 mM) resulted in inhibition of DGKa active-site peptide probe
labeling (ritanserin SR = 6; ATP SR. 20). All experiments weremeasured
three times (technical replicates in LC-MS) using data from three in-
dependent biologic replicates performed on separate days (n = 9). Peak
images are a representative image from an individual injection.

Fig. 7. Native c-RAF active-site peptide detected in H82
proteomes. (A) MS1-extracted ion chromatograms of the
probe-labeled active-site peptide for c-RAF identified in H82
proteomes. Pretreatment of heavy H82 proteomes with
ritanserin (100 mM) results in blockade of c-RAF active-site
probe labeling (SR . 6). Pretreatment with ketanserin
(100mM) results in no inhibition (SR = 1). (B)MS2 spectra of
probe-modified peptide corresponding to the active site of
c-RAF. Major b- and y-ion fragments derived from neutral
losses of the precursor (M) are shown in red in the spectrum.
All experiments were measured two to three times (techni-
cal replicates in LC-MS) using data from two independent
biologic replicates performed on separate days (n = 6). (A)
and (B) are representative images from a single measure-
ment. m/z, mass-to-charge ratio.
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Ritanserin Blocks c-RAF But Not B-RAF Activation
of MEK Signaling in Live Cells. Our chemoproteomic
studies identified c-RAF as a potential target mediating
ritanserin antitumor activity. Here, we sought to test whether
ritanserin blocked c-RAF signaling pathways relevant for its
antitumor activity. RAFs are part of the MAPK pathway
involved in the regulation of cellular responses to external
signals (Seger and Krebs, 1995; Lewis et al., 1998; Pearson
et al., 2001). Growth factors andmitogens trigger activation of
receptor tyrosine kinases that mediate GTP loading of the
RAS GTPase (Simanshu et al., 2017). GTP-loaded RAS
activate RAFs (A-RAF, B-RAF, and c-RAF) via recruitment
to the cell membrane. Activated RAFs phosphorylate and
activate MEK (MEK1 and MEK2), which phosphorylates and
activates ERK (ERK1 and ERK2) as part of a signaling
cascade to modulate cell proliferation, differentiation, apopto-
sis, and migration in cancer (Dhillon et al., 2007).
To directly measure c-RAF–mediated MEK phosphoryla-

tion in live cells, we overexpressed recombinant c-RAF in
HEK293T cells, activated cells with PMA (Griner and Kaza-
nietz, 2007), and measured the resulting levels of phosphor-
ylatedMEK1/2 (phospho-MEK) byWestern blots (Fig. 8B).We
also overexpressed recombinant B-RAF to directly compare
specificity of ritanserin activity against the various RAF

isoforms. Both c-RAF and B-RAF overexpression resulted in
substantially enhanced phospho-MEK levels compared with
non-overexpressed (mock) counterparts (Fig. 8B). Pretreat-
ment of cells with ritanserin (50 mM) resulted in substantial
blockade of recombinant c-RAF but not B-RAF signaling
activity, as judged by reductions in phospho-MEK levels
(Fig. 8B). Ketanserin did not produce the same effects as
ritanserin, which supports ritanserin-specific effects in our
assay. The RAF inhibitor sorafenib (Wu et al., 2015) was used
as a positive control to demonstrate blockade of both recombi-
nant c-RAF– and B-RAF–mediated increases in phospho-
MEK levels. Taken together, our results demonstrate that
ritanserin specifically blocks c-RAF activity in MAPK signal-
ing pathways known to be important for tumor cell biology
(Dhillon et al., 2007).

Discussion
Here, we provide evidence that ritanserin functions as a

lipid and protein kinase inhibitor with broad action against
diverse lung cancer types that is serotonin-independent.
Using quantitative chemical proteomics, we discovered that
ritanserin targets a kinase network in A549 proteomes
(Fig. 5B), which suggests polypharmacology as a likely mode

Fig. 8. Activity of ritanserin against kinases involved in MAPK signaling. (A) Activity of ritanserin against native kinases involved in MAPK
signaling as evaluated by quantitative chemoproteomics described in Figs. 4 and 5. The results show that in H82 SCLC proteomes, ritanserin shows
selective blockade of c-RAF compared with other MAPK kinases detected. Ketanserin show negligible activity, which supports serotonin-
independent and ritanserin-specific effects. (B) Live cell activity assay to validate c-RAF as a target of ritanserin. RAF kinases (c-RAF and B-RAF)
phosphorylate MEK, and phospho-MEK (S217/S221; approximately 40 kDa) can be used to measure RAF activity in live cells byWestern blot (anti–
phospho-MEK antibody). HEK293T cells overexpressing recombinant c-RAF or B-RAF were pretreated with DMSO vehicle or inhibitors (50 mM),
followed by activation of cells with PMA (20 ng/mL, 20 minutes). Cells were lysed and proteomes were subjected to Western blots to measure
endogenous phospho-MEK. Overexpression of c-RAF and B-RAF resulted in enhanced phospho-MEK levels. Pretreatment with the pan-RAF
inhibitor sorafenib blocked c-RAF– and B-RAF–mediated enhancement of phospho-MEK. In contrast, ritanserin showed inhibition of c-RAF but not
B-RAF in overexpressing cells. Ketanserin was largely inactive in this assay. Blots shown are representative of two independent biologic replicates
(n = 2). Protein loading was comparable between sample conditions, as evidenced by equivalent MEK levels measured (anti-MEK blot). Ket,
ketanserin; Rit, ritanserin.
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of action in A549 and potentially other NSCLC cells (including
H1650). Despite promiscuous activity in the kinome, ritan-
serin was not cytotoxic in noncancerous primary cells
(Fig. 2B), which is likely due to differences in cell metabo-
lism and signaling between tumor and noncancerous cells,
as previously reported for ritanserin in glioblastoma
(Dominguez et al., 2013); further investigations are needed
to determine whether ritanserin can specifically kill lung
tumor cells in vivo.
A surprising finding from our studies was the identifica-

tion of c-RAF as the primary target for ritanserin in H82
SCLC proteomes (Figs. 5 and 8). Recent studies demon-
strated that loss of c-RAF activity resulted in tumor regression
of aggressive K-RAS–driven cancers with reduced systemic
toxicity because canonical MAPK signaling is unaffected
(Sanclemente et al., 2018). Our chemoproteomic (Fig. 5) and
cell biology (Fig. 8) studies show ritanserin specificity for
blockade of c-RAF versus B-RAF activity. Thus, our findings
position ritanserin as a novel scaffold for future medicinal
chemistry efforts to develop potent and selective c-RAF
inhibitors. The utility of targeting c-RAF in the clinic extends
beyond studies of lung cancers. For example, clinical efficacy
of B-RAF inhibitors in RAS-mutated cancers is limited by
resistance through paradoxical activation (Hatzivassiliou
et al., 2010; Heidorn et al., 2010; Poulikakos et al., 2010).
Drugs that selectively block B-RAF drive B-RAF binding to
c-RAF in a RAS-dependent manner, c-RAF activation, and
consequent elevations in MEK and ERK signaling. Future
studies are needed to determine whether ritanserin can be
used to overcome resistance mechanisms associated with
c-RAF activation.
We recognize that our selectivity profiling studies have been

performed in lysates, and development of new activity-based
probes for live cell profiling will be critical to fully under-
stand the mechanism of action of ritanserin in future studies.
Nonetheless, we identify a novel anticancer activity for
ritanserin along with clinically relevant kinase targets like
c-RAF that, coupled with its safety profiles in humans, should
prove valuable for potential drug repurposing in cancer.
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